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DIAL Up 

Forget about creating a wish  
list for your abode. Achieve 

GOTTA-HAVE-IT-RIGHT-
NOW luxury using these 

AFFORDABLE and  
CHIC stylin' tips...

WORDS // Amanda Smythe Design

STYLE
the

The right mirror, stylish storage 
options and contrasting foliage 
will add instant "ooh la la" to  
your everyday spaces.
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W hen we hear the word “luxe”, 
decor such as mirrored furniture, 
designer lounges, high-end 
artwork and metallic accents 
often spring to mind, and so 

do two words: Budget. Blowout. Well, it doesn’t have to! Follow 
these simple tips to achieve effortless elegance in your home 
without breaking the bank. Then witness your abode transform into 
something you’ll fall in love with, again... and again! 
 

DECLUTTER AND CLEAN
The first step? Wipe the slate clean mama! Look around the different 
spaces in your home with fresh eyes and think objectively about what 
you need, and what’s gathering dust. Get rid of uneccessary items 
and put your keepsakes (choose wisely!) in storage. Also, clear the 
way. Remove any furniture that causes bottlenecks or blockages, and 
aim to create open space in high traffic areas. Once the declutter is 
complete, consider a deep clean, including cupboards and windows.

LET THERE BE LIGHT
For an instant high-end feel, let in as much natural light as possible. 
New light fittings can also add that added “wow-factor”. Pendant 
lights are a great way to achieve the luxe look in the right space and 
can be hung over kitchen benchtops, or in living areas and bedrooms. 
Got room to fit an oversized light in the dining room? Go for it! 
Embrace trends like beaded or wicker for that coastal look, and for 
something more classic, you can’t go wrong with a chandelier. Prefer 
a subtle lighting solution? Table and floor lamps are perfect accents.  

ATTENTION TO DECOR
It’s the details that matter and this is one way to amp up the luxe 
factor. Opt for large lifelike orchids as a dining centrepiece or on 
buffets, sideboards and consoles. Love a high-end coffee table book? 
Group a few together with items, including candles, photos frames 
and fresh flowers. A modern display like this looks uber-cool, adding 
warmth and style.

You can't go more 
luxe than a 

carefully curated 
display of artwork.  
Brass accents and 

varying frames 
amp up the look.
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PICK A PALETTE
Choose a colour palette for your home or room and 
keep it consistent! A fresh coat of paint works wonders 
and gives a space an instant face lift. For something 
intense, a feature wall with statement wallpaper 
can stop guests in their tracks. Popular hues like 
monochrome and scandi add immediate luxe. But 
don’t be afraid to go bold either – a dark wall, together 
with coordinated furnishings, can make a big impact.

LAYER UP
Textiles and accessories can add colour and texture to a 
space, while showing personality. Choose cushions and 
throws that complement your chosen colour theme 
and radiate an on-trend feel. Throws add a sense of 
warmth so go for chunky cotton knits or a soft mohair 
for some real luxury, especially in the cooler months.

LOVE YOUR ART
Framed art is an easy way to achieve a luxe look at 
home. Go as big as your space will allow and aim to 
have at least one artwork or mirror in every space. Feel 
free to use a mix of old and new, but make sure all are 
in good condition (older pieces may benefit from a  
new frame), and that colours are consistent with  
your soft furnishings. 

Group together similar 
bold hues for high impact, 
or anchor a corner  
of the room with  
statement artwork. 



BATHROOM MAKEOVER
If a full-scale bathroom renovation is out of the question, 
a few tweaks in this space can make all the difference. 
Clear the clutter off your cabinets and vanities, replace 
old bathroom linen with fluffy new bathmats and plush 
towels. Adding a few quality products will put that extra 
spring into your step during your morning routine.

MIRROR, MIRROR
Mirrors are wonderful additions as they reflect the 
outdoors and bring in the light. They also create an 
illusion of space, which is essential for a luxurious home. 
Choose key areas that need opening up, and as with 
artwork, go as big as you can. A mirror can have a huge 
impact in the right space.

DRESS YOUR WINDOWS
Curtains can elevate a room. A sheer or linen curtain is 
an inexpensive addition that adds a touch of luxe. Forget 
heavy old floral numbers, contemporary sheer curtains 
create drama, style and privacy.

GET THAT FIVE STAR FEEL
Create a sanctuary in the master bedroom and you’ll feel 
like you’re on holiday. One word – bedhead! Nothing 
screams luxury more than a beautiful bed head/frame. 
There are so many styles and fabrics to choose from, from 
so-hot-right-now blue velvet to modern natural linens. 
Brass studs add glam, as do matching side tables, lamps 
and art. Complete the look with gorgeous bed linen – 
there are so many affordable options on the market now. 
For a fresh feel, go all-white and add colour and texture 
with cushions and faux throws.   

 THE UP YOUR  
LUXE HIT LIST

  BEDHEAD

  SHEER CURTAINS

  LUXURY BED LINEN

  HIGH END COFFEE TABLE BOOKS

  CANDLES

  NEW LIGHT FITTINGS

  FREE STANDING MIRRORS

  BRASS STORAGE TRAY

  ARTWORK

  CUSTOM WALLPAPER

High end coffee table 
books and fresh flowers 

create instant luxe. 
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